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an analysis across crov-.seasons and regions 
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INTRODUCTION 
Iaour earlier paper (Kannan and Pashpangadan 1988) we had put forward, on 
h i s  of our empirical analysis of. the growth performance of important 
t i n  Kerala, the prc-~osition that the agricultural sector is characterized 
ta!aation since the mid-seventies and that it could be explained as due to 
Itcline in profitability. The analysis was carried out in terms of two 
h of crops; one, f oodgrains meaning only pxddy and the other, non-food 
icrops under which eleven crops were combined comprising of the two annual 
~dtapioca and banana and the perennial crops of coconut, rubber, cashew, 
tr,coffee, cardamom, a~ecanut, tea and seasaaum. Our thesis of stagnation 
urtd on the u e c l i n i ~ ~  L,~;~;u; .,Gw,, ;,, ,:I ci-ops cantributed by declining 
t i n  area and no trend rate of growth in yield. This was mainly due to a 
itcline in output growth of paddy contributed by a much bigger decline in 
I despite a positive growth rate in yield. For all other crops taken 
Lk#, there was no trend in growth rates in either area or yield. In this 
Ltbe analysis has been extended to individual crops for the state as a 
tr well as acsoss regions to capture the spatial and crop dimensions of 
pnorenon 2f stagnation. 
Of the 12 crops accounting for 86 percent of the gross cropped d 
covered in our earlier analy~is (see Kannan and Pushpangadan 19881, we hnl 
i 
omitted two crops in this analysis. ThesG are tea and seasznum; the f~mt  % 
grown in plantations largely owned and operated by companies (proprietorrbh 
or corporate) and thus constitutes itself as a special crop. While # 
accounts for 1.5 percent of the gross cropped area, the second one accountrhr 
only 0.5 per cent. Moreovet, price data for the latter on a time series brd( 
I 
are not available. The analysis is therefore restricted to the rereainiw i 
crops accounting for 84 percent of the gross cropped area tor the t r i e d  
ending 1985-86. 
I1 
Data and Methodology . 
The data on area, yield and output for the crops are obtained fron.W 
t 
Department of Economics and Statistics, DES for short, (formerly knolrnas-a 
Bureau of Economics and Statistics) of the Government of Kerala which is th 
State Agricultural Statistics Authority. Of the ten crops examined here w 111 
divide them into three categories for purposes o: discussing the methodolWc( 
estimation of area, yield and output. These are (i) Seasonal and annual 
""? 
(ii) Perennial crops for which estimates are made by the Commodity Boards 4 
(iii) Perennial crop for which estimates are made by the DES. 
4 
Under the firs: category the crops examined here are paddy, t a p i o n d  
banana. Here indepsntent estimates are made for area and yield throughs 
surveys and output is calculated as the product of the two. ti0 biaser 
therefore involved in :he estimates. Under the second category, the DESr 3 
tie estimatas made by the Commodity Boards such as the Rubber Board for rubber, 
affee Board for coffee an, Spices Baard for cardamom. These Boards also 
Pblish st~:istics of these crt3; in2a;end,.itly which are more detailed than 
those published by the DES. They report the total area under the crop, -area 
mder bearing plants, yield per bearing area and total output. Since the yield 
figures are reported for the bearing area no bias due to changes in age- 
mposition is involved in these estimates as well. Under the third category, 
'Were are four crops v i z . ,  coconht , cashew, pepper and arecanut , for which 
utimates of area and output are independently made through sample surveys 
Conducted by the DES. Since the output is arrived at by calculating the yield 
from the bearing plants ;he estimate of total output is free from any bias with 
regard to changes in age- composition^. Area under these crops refer not to the 
m r a p h i c a l  area but to the nominal area (taking a given number of plants as 
bivalent to a hectare of area for that crop). Though the proportion of 
haring plants to total plants is known, these are not reported and hence the 
flrivation of yield per hectare is subject to possible bias depending an the 
ltture of chang? in area. To understan? the effect of are3 change/replantatiou 
ca yield based OD the methodology, the following example may be considered. 
Table I: Area effect on yield of coconut:a hypothetical example 
Period Change in Output Area Yield Change 
area ('OOOnuts) (ha) ( 2 / 3 )  ( % I  
(I! ( 2  ( 3 )  ( 4 )  ( 5 )  
1 - 100 50 2 nil 
2 20 b increase 100 60 1.7 -15 
20% decrease 80 40 2 nil 
20% replanted 80 50 1.6 -20 
Assume tt .-re are 50 hectares -f area under outy +-bearing coconuts 
od 1. Suppose that the average yield is 2000 nuts/hectare which remains t 
same for the two periods. In the second period, we have examined the yield 
estimate under three cases: (1) area increase; (2) area decrease: and ( 3  I 
replantation without any area change. In the first case, suppose 20 percent 
area from other crops has been brought to coconut cultivation. In this caw 
area has increased to 60 hectares but output remains the same. But the derird 
i 
yield is only 1700 nuts/ha, a reduction of about 15 percent in yield. Here thq 
, 
yield reduction is purely due to the method of estimation. Consider the seco* 
1 
case, a reduction in area under cultivation in the second ~eriod. In this cased 
output will be reduced to 80 and area by the same proportion leaving the yield 
the same. The estimate gives the actual change in this case. In the third case,! 
i 
I 
20 percent of the area under coconut is being replanted without any change iq  
the area. In this case output will come down to 80'hectares but area remainr 
the same. As a result the yield comes down to 1600 nuts/ha, a reduction of10 
percent which is purely due to the met7 1 of estimation k I nothing to  do wit 
actual yield of the trees. The example clearly indicates there exists 
! 
i 
possibility of declining yield due to the method of estimatioxi while the actual; 
yield remains the same. 
However, the above limitation is applicable during the period of analpsid 
! 
mainly to the cashew crop for the following reasons. As we can see in Table$' 
I 
there is no trend in area growth for coconut altho&h this by itself does no{ 
rule out shifting out of or into coconut. Yield growth here shows declinid 
trend in both the periods. This is unlikely to be an underestimation sincd 
studies which have examined trend in yield of bearing trees have reported4 
decline due mainly, if not solely, to the root wilt disease (e.g. Narayana 111 
4 
.Hair 1 9 8 9 ) .  For pepper there is no trend in area growth as well as in yield 
'~rowth. Unless large scale replantati .has taken place .nere is no reason to 
believe that the yield growth is underestimated. Moreover, the area under 
kpper is only 3.3 percent of the gross cropped area. For arecanut there is no 
trend in area growth during t h e  I'irst period and a decline in the second 
. .. 
period. Since it is a aecline in ayes the estimate of yield need not be 
rffecte? assuming no significant replantation. Therefore there is no reason to 
ucpect any growth in yield. 
As in our aggregzte analysis, the entire period of 1962-63 to 1985-86 was 
divided into two sub-periods called Period I (1962-63 to 1974-75) and Period 11 
t1975-76 1 :  1P85-36). The growth rates are obtained by using kinked 
cxponeiltial moCel suggested by Boyze (1986) for the period-wise analysis which 
overcarn2s the possibility of obtainily nisleading growth rates if estimated 
ieparately Eor each period by assuming discontinuity2. 
P, wcrd of explanatio;. is necessary here regarding the regions specified. 
Since 63'- - , * -  y;ai-L?ble r.? ?y*p  -?I$ . - + * l F  . - - .. 
- ?f mejcv crops for individual 
districts, this should permit us to carry out the region-wise analysis for each 
crop at the level of the district. However, formation of new districts by 
c a r v i q  out certain taluks from the existing districts has come in our way of 
conduct1.n.; the district-wise analysis. Therefort? our region-wise analysis is 
an 2djur tzr? one taking into account individual districts unaffected by 
formaticn .>f new districts and conbinations of districts which are affected by 
such fcri~a.i.ion. This :vill rule out the possibility of obtaining declining 
trend 1!1 a:ea/output purely due to district formation. These adjusted 
districts ar? then grouped according to the share of area under each crop 
(average for tye triennium ending 19W-86) and its concentration in tenr 4 
district-comb~nations. Tnis classiricat~on is given in Table 2. 
At the sub-regiona: level, published data are available for paddylr 
taluks though limited to our Period 11. This has raade it possible for w h 
analyse the growth performance during this period characterized by stagnrtim 
at a more disaggregated level even though it is confined to only one crop. h 
major adjustnents have been warranted since taluks were by and large unafftclw 
by formation of new districts (except for Wynad which is treated here rr at 
unit) for the period of our analysis. 
Our analysis of the performance of crops is given in section XI1 inth 
following order: (a: growth performance of crops in the state as a rbolt; Of 
growth performance of paddy crop by seasons for the state as a whole, 4 
seasorts and all seasons for regions (i.e. districts) and by s e a s o n s  andrW 
seasons by sub-iegions (:.e. taluks) ; .. .I (c) growth perfcrmance or' crops 0th 
than paddy by regions (i.e. districts). In section IV we examine the proxhd 
1 
reasons for ao~lernlized statnation in Kerala's agriculture in terms of tM 
trend in prof itability and instability in earning. Section V deals with U 
response of the farmers to the situation. Here we examine their stratend 
I 
crop mix and the maximization of income per unit of net cropped area. In td 
last section an attempt has been made to place the experience in terms o f q  
agric~ltural development models. 
I t? : D i j t r i V s  and d i s t r i c t  conbinatiocs for  region-uise 9nalysi; 
7--- 
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h 1: Tvm=T?ivandrun, r)ln=Quilon, Pta=Pathanamthitta, A1~=Al.eooey. K!n=Kottaran, I d i z I d i k k i ,  EkwErnakulaa 
Icr=Tr ichur ,  P ~ t = P a i ~ h a t ,  tllv-Vala~uram, Koz=Kozhikodt,)vn=Uvned,Can=Cannar~orc, Ksd-Kasargode 
' arens Ne91isibly snali. 
1: t laiacurar uas f m e d  i n  1970171 by combining taluks from Palghat and Kozhikode. I d i k k i  was fornrd i n  1972-73 by 
c o a b i f l i ~ g  taluks from Ernskulam and Kottsram. Uynad uas fornee i n  1981-82 by combining taluks from Kozhikodc end 
Cannaflore. Kasargode uss f srned from Cannanore i n  1985-85. Pathananthi t t o  uas formed i n  1983-96 by colbining 
the raluks from Ouilon and Allecoey. 
I11 
Perforn?zce of Crops 
While our aggregate analysis revealed a decline in output growth in pl(C1 
the combining of other crops concealed the differential performance 1 individual crops. Table 3 presents the growth rates in area, yie ld  a n d a w  
for the ten major crops in Kerala. It shows that during Period I twooatd 
the three seasonal crops i.e. paddy and tapioca, were marked by positive grad 
4 
rates in output while banana showed no significant trend. However, d q  
_- --. 
Period 11 all the three crops registered declining growth rates i n  aotpd 
While the positive growth rate in yield of paddy reduced the magnitdeal 
decline in output growth, there was no such compensating factor for e i th  
tapioca or banana. For tapioca the decline was entirely due to area dKlid 
the largest of the three, while for banana the decline was entirely due 1( 
decline in yield growth. 
For other perennial crops, there have been positive growth rates in th/ 
output during geriod I for rubber, cashew, coffee and cardamom contribrtd 
largely 
did not 
by growth rates in area except for rubber. Banana, pepper and arec I 
show any trend at all. Coconut is the only crop which registered c 
decline in output growth. However, this situation seem to have been changedfw 
the worse during Period 11. Pepper has once again showed no trend at  a l l  alaJ 
with cardamom. All the other crops except rubber and coffee have shm 
1 
negative rates of growth in output. This has been due to a decline in grortl 
in area in such crops as tapioca and arecanut and in yield growth in 0 t h  
crops such as banana, coconut and cashew. Except for cashew whichhi 
experienced a regional shift in area the decline in yield could be real. 
Table 3 :Periodwise growth r-..-.es o f  nejor crops  i n  Kerala 
l.952-63 .to 1 :55!86 
Hote : Period I = 1962-63 t o  1974-75 
Period I1  = 1975-76 ::o 1385-86 
r &. -.- - - . - . - --.-- 
Source: 1. GOK, S t a t i s t i c s  f o r  Planninq, v a r i o u s  i s s u e s .  
2 .  Kannan an.d Pushpanqadan (19881, Tz.ble 2 .  
Crop 1 Area 
Paddy I ! 0.8 
-2.1 
Tapioca I 
-4 .9  
Banana 
11 I N S 
Coconut I I I  NS 
11 1 N S 
Rubber 
I!: I 4.5 
Cashew I 2.9  
11 2.4 
Pepper 
i 
I I 
Coffee I I 
Growth r a t e  i n  
I1 
Carclamon I 
Yield 
-- 
1.0 
1.2 
4.9 
3.7 
14 3 
Arecanut 
-4.1 
Output 
1.8 
- 0.9 
NS 1 3 . 6  
I 
N S 
!IS 
-2.3 
-1.8 
-0.9 
7.4 
NS 
NS 
-6.3 
NS 
NS 
NS 
NS 
MS 
r. .i 
11s 
CS 
-4 ..9 
tIS 
-2.3 
-1.8 
-0.9 
7.4 
4.5 
2 .9  
-3.9 
NS 
N S 
6.1 
4.9 
3.7 
NS 
.. 
NS 
-4.1 
Theref ore in terms of growth perf orxr,a.~ce only two crops, rubber ad 
coffee, have c nsistently done well ir 30th the periods. All other crops han 
registered either stagnation or decline in output growth d l ; r i n ~  the period: 
Therefore, the phenomenon of stagnation in output growth during Perid I I L  
affected all the major crops in Kerala except rubber and coffee. The WJ~( 
important finding is that there was a creneral stagnation in productivity in all 
the crops except paddy. In the case of paddy, the incrc-:sz in qie ldi l  
attributed to marginal area going out of cultivation. Uhile rubber is tbl 
fourth most important crop in terms of area spread over most of the districts 
coffee ranks only seven~n in terms of gross cropped area accounting for1 
little over two percent and largely concentrated in Wynad district. 
Inter-regional and Inter-seasonal Analysis 
(a) Paddy 
We start with paddy, the principal food crop in the state .  Depending o 
availability of water, three crops can be grown in a year. However, t! 
absence of irrigation during summer 3s meant that th, summer crop is  main] 
,confined to the low-lying areas in the state where the problem is one of nak 
control. We have examined the grovrtil performance of this crop in terms of 
* 
season-wise performance for the state as a whole for the two periods vit, 
1962-63 to 1974-75 and 1975-76 to 1985-86, as well as for the whole peria 
(ii) annual performance (combining all seasons) for the adjusted districts; # 
(iii) season-wise performance for the adjusted districts. In addition, sin 
data are available for sub-districts (taluks) for Period 11, ae have exah 
the growth performance during this period. 
Season-wise performance for the state: Table 4 shows that there is a net la 
in  are2 under paddy during Period IT ir. all seasons. This findiag supports the 
results of mother study which noted . ( e t  area under pai ,y had declined for all 
8Caso:ls during 1975-83 (George and Fil~Rherjee 1986). The rate of decline has 
hen hi:;!!?st &i.ij.;~g the sumner season (-4.5) followed by autumn (-2.6) and 
r - 1  m a t  this poi-nts to it; that the decline in area is not confined 
to certiir seasons only but distribaccd over tha seasons with the summer season 
fegistc~i::q 3 hig5er pace than the other two seasons. The increase in yield 
drowth ir, the second period for hcth autuan and winter crops could be 
attribute4 to the declining area grcwth whereby marginal lands ~aight have gone 
at of cultivaticn. This would imply tbe impact of fertility of the soil 
rather thcn any breakthrough in pradi~ct ivi ty due to technical change. However, 
the lac!; cf increas2 in vield growth during sumner could be 8ue to decline in 
the area of same fertility. Here water availability might be a crucial factor 
in detemi9ing the technical f easikiiity of pa 3dy cultivation. 
16sion-vise perf -- ormznce :or all csssoas: Except Kuttanad the' district 
i i . :f y ~ t : t r r ~ a - - - t  YjFPi -el- -  7 . -  .: sm . -rg TricM~r, there ras no trend in 
ROwth rate in area during the first per-iod. However, this period witnessed 
tither positive growth rates or no significant trend in yield in all regions. 
imever, this picture changed in the second period when there was a decline in 
h a  everywhere for all seasons teken together. The highest degline was in the 
da-traditional area (Cannanore-Kasargos region) and the lowest in Trichur 
3 strict. However, ther,e was a higher growth rate in yield compared to the Z {etious period, the highest being in the Kuttanad region (Alleppey, 
Mtayam, ~dikki, Ernakulam) followed by Trichur . In the non-traditional area 
:t.~annanore and Xasargod, there was no trend in yield growth. It would appear 
that this higher rate af growth in yield is a result cf marginal lands kiq 
put out of coltivation during t h e  secand neriod. Howewer this explanatior lr 
not valid for the Palghat and Cannanore-Kasargod region because a decliaorr 
area is accompanied by the decline in yield. 
Table 4:Periodwise qrowth rate in area,yield a-pno-utput of 
Paddy by seasons in Kerala, 1962/63 to -2985 /86 .  
I Area I 7 1 -2.1 1 
Autumn 
Area 
Yield 
Output 
Winter 
Yield 
Output 
Summer 
Area 
Yield 
I 
I Output 
Note: 
Period I 
NS 
1.2 
1.2 
Period I & 11: Growth rates in yield are base! on the Kinked exponential drl 
and.  for area Kinked exponential mode adiusted for autocorrelationtuiq 
Cochrane- Orcutt method. 
Period 11 
-2.6 
1.6 
-1.0 
I 
Source : Same as in Table 3 
-- . - - - - .  --A -- - - . . - .  - . . . . - . - .- 
I PERIODWISE GROWTH R A  
I 
TRI?rAKDD.UY 2ut u ~ n  I t7S i - 3 . 4  FS 
q l n t e r  I 11s 1 - 2 . 9  iU' s 
Sunmer I - r  ! & a * )  - : 5 .9  NS I A l l .  Seasons i EJS - 4  .O t! S 
QUILON Au t ux~n 
Summer 
Ulnter 
Summer 
All Seasons 
KT??+IDT*S!.'\I! b;~tl icr .  
SiP,t<?r  
2Ym::e! 
A l l  :r?.aons 
TRICHUR itunn 
v'i q 
Summer 
A l l  S e a s o n s  
-. - - . 
PGT+!;OZ+ Au t umn 
ChN+KSGI) Autumn 
kte : If t5e k inked  exponential e l  shows autocorrelatior. then Cochrane- 
Crcutt method i s  used for esti~~tion. This is applidable for a l l  the 
grv:owth ratc calculatiocs i n  t h i s  paper. 
Source: Same as  i n  Table 3 
The net result of the grmth yrformance is that there 92s a posltilt 
growth rate in output ic. the f i ~ q t  !: ;id hut a negai.,ve one tor the secod 
period . *is negative growth rate is much higher in non-traditional arur 
while traditional paddy-growing regions registering marginal declines. 
Regional growih ~erform~nce by seaso_n.j_: A t  the next level we are iaterestel i~ 
examining how the decline in pzG(Zy is distributed acr3ss ~ S ~ S C R S  i n t ) l  
districts. The results presented in Table 5 give further insights into Ih 
performance of paddy. In two regions nilaely, Trivandruni and cannanore-Kawd 
the area has declined during the second per id  for all the three seasons. 8 
the northern districts of Palghat-Kozhikode-Malapuram-Uynad the decline is fa 
autumn and winter crops whereas in tho southern and central districts O! 
Quilon, Alleppe y , Rot tayarn-Idikl:1-2ri1akulam the decline is ior winttt 
summer crops. This is not surpyising since the summer crop is latN 
accounted for by the latter wheregs the autumn crop is largely eccountedfotV 
the former. Iil Trichur district the decline is for winter crop only. 1 
genera: the evidence suggests that t: decline in area .der paCdy hcs  bee^ r]i 
I 
pervasive in terms of seasons and regions. Oar observation on the yield ~rd 
at tbe state level being the rsselt c: narginnl lands going out of altivrticl 
seems to hold spatially in most of the cases. 
There are limitat ions in precisely pinpoitrting the regions of decline 
area under paddy Ln terms of the above analysis although it goes far bepd 
state level analysis. The limitations are :hat (a) the formation of N 
districts has come i? the way of isolating each district, and (I) the district 
themselves are relati~ely bigger units and heterogeneous in terns of g e w r ~ ~ l  
and agroclimatic conditions. To overcome these limitations \:e have e m i n  
the data available for :aluks. Hotrever, the a7silability of data is rertr*{ 
I 
to our seconc? pericd (1975-76 to 1985-86)  which does come in the way of period- 
rise comp-rjs:,ns but it would certair. / help us undersd-,nd the performance of 
the paitdy crop across taluks. Taluks are reasonably homogeneous in terms of 
feographic characteristics ( e - g .  low land, midland or highland) and much nore 
homogeneous in terms of agroclimaiic characteristics such as soil type, 
rainfall and svailability of irrigation. Further, excepting for one district - 
m a d  - t 4 e  ialubs have not been effected by fornation of new districts Curing - 
the period of analysis. For Uynad district, where the tribal population is 
ancentrated along wit11 the influx of farmers from the southern Kerala, the 
district hss heen treated as one cnit which also makes sense in terms of 
rgroclimatic and geographic characteristics. 
The 'cnl:il:s have first of all been classified in terms of .their average 
pield per hectare for the 10 year period, the proportion of area under paddy 
out of the total for the state, and the proportion of output contributed by the 
taluks. Farther, the performance of these taluks in terms of growth rates in 
area and yi-ld according to sear IS and all seaso-? have been worked out. 
These ere qiven in Tables A.l to A.5 in the appendix. By combining these two 
sets oi ~.,;..:.r.r?.ation we have bee:, able to obtain significant and interesting 
results on 'the spatial performancs of paddy in Kerala during the period 1975-76- 
to 1985-26. 
First of all it has been revealed that three-fourths of the output of 
paddy cones from around 40 percent of the taluks i.e. 22 out of 56 taluks. If 
we exanine further, we find that half the output of paddy is contributed by 
just 9 or 17 percent of taluks. Still further, 28 percent of paddy is produced 
by just 4 taluks in one district namely, Palghat. What this suggests .is that 
I 
paddy as a relatively profitable crop is confined to certain pockets only. 
This we exawine further. 
is 
By combining the relevant informatioil we have come out with 8' 
c1assificstir.n of taluks in terms of ,rl Figh Yield witt High Area, (ii) ~i*' 
Yield with Low Area, !iii) Medium Yield with High Area, (iv) Medium Yield with 
Low Area, (v) Low Yield with High Area and (vi) Low Yield with Low Area. ~ h i i  
is given in Table 6 .  High Yield taluks here are defined as those with 120 
percent or above of the state average yield per hectare, Xedium Yield as them 
between 90 and 119 percent of the state average and Low Yield as those with 
less than 90 percent of the state average. High Area taluks are those with 2 
or more percent of the. total area in the state and Low Area taluks as t h w o  
with less than 2 percent of the total area. 
When we examine the results of taluk level analysis we are able to obtair 
a clearer picture of the decline or stagnation in paddy cultivation. T h m  
extent of decline in terms of the proportion of taluks is much less than th 
proportion of districts although stagnation in area is all pervasive in tbrt 
not a single taluk regisiered positive growth rate. 23 out of ' 56 talukr fa 
which daca were availablk siruwau a deciise in area for all seasons which 
remains more or less the same even when we examine separately for the majet 
seasons of autumn and winter. Yield performance presented a brighter picture 
I 
with hardly any taluk showing a decline for all seasons. ' Nearly ore out of 
every six taluks showed a politive growth rate in yield while the remaining 
showed no significant trend. I t  is these taluks with positive growth rater 
which have contributed to an orerall growth rate in yield of 1.2 percent f u  
the state as a whole for Period 11. 
We 6 : Talukwise r o w t h  rate in area ,  y i e l d  and output  of paddy and 
i ts  share  in are? ind output,  197517c-1985/86. 
Category 
1 
tiqh Yield Taluks 
wit9 High Area 
Chi toor 
Alathoor 
Palgha t 
Ku t t anad 
Kot tayam 
Weighted Average 
I Sub Total 
gb F i e l d  Taluks 
' withLowArea 
. I 
Changanacherri ! Thiruvalla 
' Chenganoor ! 
f Peermedu a 
: Udumb-nchola . 
' Devikulan 
Pathanapuram 
i Veighted Average 
: Sub Total 
!bdium Yield Taluks 
' with High Area 
I Kasar~ode 
i mad 
I Alraye 
f Kunnathtnad 
' t r ichur  
malapal l?  
' Perinthalaanna 
Ottapalam 
Weighted Average 
Sub Total  
1 
Growth Rate in 
Area 
2 
NS 
NS 
NS 
NS 
NS 
0 
-2.7 
- 3 . 6 .  
NS 
N S 
NS 
-10.3 
-A. o 
Percentage Share of 
Area 
5 
5.0 
5.3 
4.9 
3.8 
1.9 
27.7 
Yield 
3 
NS 
N S 
NS 
NS 
4.3 
0.3 
NS 
NS 
AS 
N S 
4.6 
S 
i.i 
Output 
6 
7.7 
7.5 
6.5 
5.7 
2.3 
25.6 I 
- 
- 
Output 
4 
RS 
NS 
NS 
NS 
4.3 
0.3 
-2.7 
-3.6 
NJ 
NS 
4.6 
-10.3 
6.6 
-1.7 
-6.3 
2.0 
NS 
NS 
0.3 
NS 
-3 .-5 
-2.0 
-0.7 
20.9 
0.7 
0.8 
0.8 
0.01 
0.2 
C.  3 
1.0 
3.81 
2.1 
3.8 
3 .1  
3.7 
3.7 
4.2 
2.0 
5 .1  
-2.5 
8 
-6.3 
WS 
NS 
NS 
-1.6 
RS 
-3.5 
-2  .O 
-1.3 
29.7 
0.9 
1.0 
1.0 
0.01 
0.3 
0.4 
1.2 
4.81 
2.0 
4.0 
3.0 
3.3 
3 - 4  
3 -7  
1.8 
4.4 
0.8 
RS 
2.0 
NS 
NS 
1.9 
NS 
NS 
US 
0.6 
Table 6 (Continued) 
(Contd.. .I 
1 
Medium Yield Taluks 
with Low Area 
Ponnani 
Manarghat 
Kothamangalam 
Muvatupuzha 
Kunnat hur 
Parur 
Vaikom 
Heenachal 
Kanjirapally 
Thodupuzha 
Pathanamthitta 
Kottarakara 
Karthikapally 
Xavelikara 
Chirayinkil 
Medumangad 
Trivandrurn 
Neyyatinkara 
Weighted Average 
Sub ?'otzl I 
2 3 
Low Yield Taluks 
with High Area 
Mukundapuram 
ErnaG 
Tirur 
Weighted Average 
Sub Total 
+ 
4.5 
4.0 
2.8 
11.3 
4 
NS 
NS 
-2.6 
-3.5 
NS 
-4.4 
NS 
-2.3 
NS 
-5.1 
NS 
N S 
-3.3 
NS 
-1.5 
-4.5 
-5.8 
-3.7 
-2.1 
I 
-3.7 
-2.6 
-2.6 
-3.0 
3.6 
3.2 
2.1 
8.9  
NS 
NS 
-2.6 
-1.2 
NS 
-4.4 
NS 
-1.0 
NS 
-3.1 
N2 
NS 
-3.3 
NS 
-1.5 
-4.5 
-5.8 
-3.7 
-1.7 
I 
NS 
NS 
NS 
2.3 
NS 
N S 
N S 
1.3 
NS 
2.0 
NS 
N S 
NS 
N S 
NS 
NS 
N S 
NS 
- 4  
I 
' 5 
3.4 
NS 
NS 
1.3 
6 
1.4 
1.9 
1.1 
1.6 
1.1 
1.2 
1.3 
1.6 
0.01 
0.7 
0.5 
0.5 
1.5 
1.6 
1.1 
1.1 
0.9 
1.1 
20.21 1 
-0.3 
-2.6 
-2.6 
-1.7 
1.2 
1.7 
1.1 
1.6 
1.0 
1.0 
1.3 
0.7 
0.02 
0.8 
0.6 
0.7 
1.6 
1.6 
1.0 
0.9 
0.8 
1.0 
18.62 
Table 6 .  (Contir~ucd) 
!late :l a : Winter crop au2y b : Rutumn crop only 
- 
! 7 3 3 
--+ Low Yield Taluks 
with fiotl i i 
HosCurg NS 
ThalS parankz -3 -2  
TellFc\.?,.xi 
Cannaacrrrl ?IS l i C  
1 ..: .- Kozhi;;od2 -5.C b L.! 
Quilsndy -6 . C, .i . 
Badakat-6 
Chavghat -9 .6  
Kodungzilu~ N : :
Cochin b WS 
Kanayanoor -4.3 
Sher t a l a i  -5.4 
Karunagagaliy -4.7 
Antbalapuzha NS 
Quilon ;JP 
PeighteC Arerage -2.6 
Sub Total I L-..- 
2. The classification of the taluks into various categories is 
based ~c kb .3  f o l l o \ ~ i : ~ g  ::ef i n i t i o n  
Category C: ~ i - t i o n  
5 
1.5 
1.7 
1.3 
1.3 
1 . 6  
1.3  
0.7 
1.2 
0.3 
0.3 
1 . 2  
0 . 9  
1.0 
0.9 
0.9 
16.1 
sigh yield x 2 120 
Eedium y i e l d  90 i. x ( 120 
:tow y i e l d  x < 90 
Eigh area 7.23. 
Lovr ares. z < 2  
6 
1.3 
1.3 
0.9 
1 .'O 
1.0 
0.7 
0.4 
0 .-8 
0.2 
0.2 
0 . 9  
0 .4  
0.8 
0.7 
0.8 
11 ;4 
?fhcyc x = Mean y i e l d  of paddy in the taluk (%I 
Mean y i e l d  of paddy in the  s t a t e  
z = Eean area l?.nderpaddv i n  -the taluk ,(%I 
Hean area ~ n d e r  paddy i n  the s t a t e  
3. !?eiglted werace for.tXe subgroup is calculated using the 
forrncla . 
0 = C V I A i  + c WjYj  
zrilere = A i  /ZXi, w j =  YJ /EYJ. The values of area, A i  , and 
y i e l d ,  Yj, are the ars r sgas  for  the period. 
lource : Based cn  tl.13 tables g i ~ ? n  in aprendix i n  Kannan and 
Pushpangt8a.n { 1990) 
Based on our classification a few observations may be made. (a)  B l l  
Yield and-lIl-g?..Area taJ~ks: There are ~ n l y  just 5 taluk* out of the 56 taka 
here in this group and they together account for one-f if th cf the area d 
around one-third of the output. Significantly there is no declilre in areah 
+ 
any of these taluks; growth rates in yield also does nct show aay trelid ex@ 
for Kottayam where it is an impressive growth rate of more than 4 percent. (bl 
High Yield and L o w  Area taly&: Seven talcks in this grouF account for4  
percent of area and nearly 5 percent of output. Due 50 the predt~~~inance of 
other crops competition could be st iff and given the fact that yield levels bo 
not match the first group of taluks the decline in area in most of these coull 
be attributed to such competition. (c) Hl!ium Yield and High Area talub:; 
Here the 8 taluks account for 28 percent of area and nearly 26 percentd 
output. Half of them have experienced decline in area. Yield growth ii 
confined to Trichur and Nynad only and the latter seems more significlal 
because it does not register any decliae in area and hence the yield increan 
is real and not due to nrarginal lands goFng out of cultivation. id) H l l  
Yield and L G ~  Area taluks: This i.5 bLi. :;sgzst group accounting for nearly on+ 
third of the taluks. They a c c o w  for 18 percent of area and more or less the 
same share of output. More than half of them have experienced decline inarer. 
(el Low Yield and High Area taluks: Though the number of taluks is small, 
their low yield should receive special attention in view of their area. A11 
have showed decline in area. (f) LOW Yield a d  Low Area talyb: This last 
group of taluks seems the least attractive in terms of paddy cultrvhtion. Won 
than half of the taluks have registered decline in area and the two taluks witb 
positive growth rates in yield which could be at'ributed to the phenomenal! ofi 
marginal lands going out of cultivation. I 
The relationship between low yields and decline in area seem t o  hare s d  
2 0 
Convincing evidence here in the sense that the highest decline is in the last 
noup accounting for 16 percent of arLa and the least ic the first group which 
account for 21 percent of area under paddy. In sum, the picture of stagnation 
in paddy cultivation across taluks suggests its pervasiveness with low yields 
accounting for the higher 'spread and rate of decline. There zre a number of 
clues emerging from this analysis which could help a more discrirninating policy 
package for enhancing paddy output in. the state. 
Tap;oca 
The period-wise growth rates at the regional level for all the crops 
except paddy are given in Table 7. Ta~ioca has been mainly a Kerala crop till 
the sixties accounting for around 88 percent of the area in India; this has 
however declined to about 76 percent by early eighties partly due to decline in 
area in Kerala and partly due to iacrezse in area in other states especially 
T a m i l  Nadu. Tapioca is considered i3 Kerala as a poor man's substitute for 
rice and hence its importance in terms of area and output. It is cultivated 
extensively particularly in Trivandrum, Kottayam, and Quilon-Pathanamthitta- 
Alleppey districts accocnting for newly two-thirds of the total area, often as 
an intercrop in garden lands. In te:ms of rice equivalence it is more than the 
output of paddy (13.5 lakh tonnes cf rice equivalent .output for the triennium 
ending 1985-86 compared to 11 lakh tcnnes of rice). The growth performance of 
this crop is such that the growth rcte in output during Period I for the state 
IS a whole ha.s not only been wiped olt but there has been a decline in output 
Iuring Period 11. The decline in 3utput presented here confirms the results 
obtained in earlier studies in terms >f the trend. Since the period of 
Teble 7 : Periodvise and regionui-e growth r s t e s  i n  ares, yield and output of cajor crops other than pod&, 
Crop Tvm Oln Pta Alp K t m  IJ i  Ekr Tcr P9t Nlp Koz I Ceh F 
----- 
Arts I 
I I -3.93 1 -6.60 
------ 
Yield I NS 
11 I NS 
Output I !is I 3.26'-1 WS 
I 1  -3.93 1 -6.97 1 -6.60 
Banana 
7- 
Ares I IS I 0.9c I 1  -C.80 NS 
NS L--- ,,,A 
Yie ld  I NS 
-&.SO 
Output I 
I1 4.96 
Coconut 
Area I 
11 
Yie ld ? 
I1 
Table 7 : Period,..se and regionvise growth r a t e s  i- m a ,  y i e l d  and output o t  aa jor  crops other than ~ a d d v  (contd) 
---- - 
tvm Q l n  Pts Alp Ktm Idi ckm Tcr Pgt flli, Koz Uyn Can Ksd 
Table 7 : Periouv:se and re9ionvi:c g ro r th  rate:. i n  area, y i e l d  and output o f  major crops other t5m adbl 
- - - - . .  . _- --- 
~ O D  TVS glfi Pt3 u@ K i m  101 r K R  1 ~ 1 '  P9t ~ ID  k02 Uj f l  h 
Area I 
I1 
Yield I 
1 I 
Area I 
I1 
Yie ld I 
I! 
Yield I 
I1 " NS I::] 3r;t * 3.43 
.-- 
" I 
1
-- 
Source :Same as in  table 3. 
Note : If the f igures are not given t o r  any d i s t r i c t ,  then the area under the crop i n  the district :r 
lhcrever the area under s has crop shown a d!cline ~t the t i r e  of formation uf the new bis:ric:s, !k 
i s  calculated only f o r  the coalrined r t g i o n  (T?!s i s  ! isolwed by shouina the resu l t s  i n  bored 
,analysis and method of estimation of qrosth rates are different, the magnitudes 
rre not the same iGeorge 1989; Pushpangaaan 1488). Host of this decline is due 
to declining growth in area in ali the traditional districts mentioned above 
wnd some of the non-traditional districts such as Trichur and Palghat- 
ltozhikode-Yalappuram-Wynad. Cannanore-Kasargod and Trichur districts . 
registered a decline in grcwth of yiel3 also. As a substitute for rice, the 
response of this crop is ~losely related to the price of rice and this seems to 
have been a factor in the declining growth in area. We shall examine this 
later. 
Banana 
Cnder this crop there are a number of varieties grouped as banana and 
other plantains. This is an annual crop usually taking an average of 10 months 
to harvest. After a cycle of two or three crops the land is put under some 
other crop usually paddy before it is brought back again to banana cultivation. 
mere is no part~cular concent~ation of , rea. Although Tr i- andr rum accounts for 
Iore than 12 percent of the area :he distribution is around 8 to 10 percent for 
last districts. Unlike the cise of tapioca, the declining growth rate in 
output in Period If is mainly due ?o declining growth rates in yield in 
Trivandrum, Trichur, Quilon-Alleppep-Pathananthitta districts. In Cannanore- 
Kasargod both area and yield have regist?red declinkng growth rates in Period 
.!I. However, h Kot t ayam-Idikki-Erna]r.lam and Palghat-Kozhikode-Ualappuraa- 
@mid omtrend is discernible in either ar?a or yield during the second period. 
Perennial Crqs 
Coconut 
A1 though yield estimates of coconut is - s-~hject to bias in sifuatious of 
area increase and/or repkantation, the output estimates are f re5 from sJ 
biases as discussed earlier. The outpu growth declined .or the state a s &  
whole in both the periods. , During the second period output growth declinedfu 
the southern districts except Idikki and Ernakularn. This could be due t o $  
I 
real decline in yield as shown by another study bringing out tk trendi 
productivity of bearing palms (Harayana and Fiair 1989) . Moreover, the cast d 
coconut is slwh that there is no increase in area growth in any d i s t r i c t  in tk 
second period. The possibility of large scale replantation is ruled outhr 
because the opportunity cost of land (e.g. by planting rubber) is higher. nu 
would have resulted in area decline. Therefore the yield estimate here codl 
be subject to less of a bias. That coconut trees in Kerala are affected by'm 
as yet uncontrollable disease called root wilt has now been well documentd, 
This could be the main factor in the declining yield growth. However, tk 
prevalence of this disease is mainly confined to the southern districtsd. 
Quilon, Pathanamthitta, Alleppey, Kottayam, Idikki and Ernakulam. This vodL 
imply that there is no incentive for increasing the area and that-'is borneart 
by the figures on growth r atos Ir! a*-oa 'JT:rer! i n .  Table 7. During Period I, am 
growth is confined to Trivandrum and Idikki-Ernakulam which in the case o f *  
latter could be due to new planting in the highland area of 1dikki district a 
a result of migration of farmers. In those districts the yield estimation my 
have a downward bias. More disease-prone districts (Quilon-Pathanamtbittc- 
Alleppey) have shown declining growth in output in both the periods and inatcr 
in the second period. The other disease-prone district of Kottayam bas s b d  
decline in area and output growth durina -.he seconil period. Idikki-Ernakulw, 
the relatively less disease prone districts shows no trend in area and out@ 
growth during the second period. No trend is shown in area in the districti 
not affected by the disease for either period but a decline in output gror#( 
during the first period for Palghat-Malappuram-Kozhikode-Wynad and second 
period for Trivandrum. In sum it would appear that the laot-wilt disease has 
accelerated the process and intensified the extent of stagnation in the growth 
performance of coconut . 
Rubber 
Rubber presents a completely opposite picture of coconut. Unlike in 
coconut there is no possibility of any bias in estimating yield growth for 
rubber for reasons mentioned earlier. Rubber has shown consistently positive 
Wowth in output for all districts for both periods except for Trichur for the 
second period. Area growth in the first period was confined to new areas in 
the northern districts and Trichur while all districts have registered area 
nowth during the second period possibly induced by yield growth during the 
first period. The impressive growth in yield in the first period is not 
mstained in the second period and hence the output growth was accounted for 
largely by increase in area. Rubber is a monocrop unlike other perennial crops 
L U C ~  as coconut, pepper and arecanut and one which has perhaps the best 
institutional support among all the major crops in Kerala. This support 
includes financial incentives for planting and replanting and marketing of the 
Output along with research and development activities for improving the 
varietizs, However, the attractive private returns on rubber need not 
'recessarily bring in equally attractive social returns. This is because the 
labour absorption is low compared to seasonal crops, there is hardly any income 
@aerating type of processing of output let alone manufacturing taking place 
.dtbin the state thus generating very little of employment and income in post- 
harvesting as well as raw material for final products within the state. 
Cashew 
Cashsw !.s. by and large, r!ce 3 cl1.l~ +ivated crop althorlgh efforts to exprl 
nrea under this cash crop meant for export have been initiated since the u(. 
seventies (Kannan 1983) . Since it does not allcw for mix-cropping and tL 
income generated per unit of land is considerably less than most other crop, 
the area under cashew is characterized by soils which are not generall! 
suitable for other crops. This would probably explain why there has bm I 
declining growth in area in all the southern and central districts em)! 
Trivandrum and high growth in northern districts in the first period. ?h 
northern districts of Cannanore and Kasargod are traditionally the arcad 
concentration of cashew crop since large tracts of these districtsbm 
laterite soil msuited for other competing crops. In the secn~ld ~eriod, tk 
highest growth rate again is in Cannanore-Kasargod f 01 lowed by Trivandm 
Kottayam and Trichur. However, the output growth is positive only in the fin1 
period and confined to the northern districts and Trivandrum and se~i~l! 
sharp decline during the second period in all. districts except Trichcr. It 
possible that there night have been cutting of old trees and planting PM 
ones encouraged by state-sponsored area extension programmes during the SW 
period which is 119t yet reflected in yield growth. 
Pepper 
Pepper is basically a mi~ed crop grown in garden lands cons is ti^ 
coconut and/or other tree crop: such as arecanut. While no trend is regi8tld 
for both periods for the state ts  a whole the growth in area took place b' 
few districts in the first p3riod but reduced to one area namely, Idi* 
Ernakulam, during the second pericd. The dispersal in output growth durirv d 
first period has also been reduced to Idikki-Ernakulam during t h e w  
period. Since the  est imation of y i e l d  growth is sub jec t  t o  poss ib le  downward 
bias i n  regions . ~ i t h  pos i t ive  growth r a  3 i n  area ,  we may ~xamine such regions 
for  evidence. It appears t h a t  t h i s  holds good only i n  Idikki-Ernakulam during 
the f i r s t  period .chich accounts f o r  necr ly  20 percent  of the  area. However, 
y ie ld  growth is nuch higher tban a rea  growth i n  Palghat-Halappuram-Kozhikode- 
Uynad region wbich could possibly be due t a  the  adoption of high y ie ld ing 
v a r i e t i e s ,  This would imply i n  terms of our model i n  Table 1 t h a t  y ie ld  growth 
could be higher than the  one obtained here. Eowever, t h e  second period doe8 
not show any t rend i n  area  o r  output  except f o r  Kottayam where t h e  growth r a t e s  
rhow a dec l ine  while Idikki-Ernakulan shows an increase.  
Coffee 
Coffee is a crop confined mainly t o  two d i s t r i c t s  namely, Yynad and 
rd ikki ;  t h e  former accounting f o r  near ly  86 percent  of tho  a rea  and the  l a t t e r  
mre than 8 percent ,  Along with rubber t h i s  is t h e  only  o the r  crop which has 
r eg i s t e red  a good performa~me i n  terms of growth i n  output mainly due t o  growth 
in a r e a  especially i n  Wynad distrtct  fa^ both t h e  periods.  The absence of any 
trend i n  y ie ld  which is  f r e e  from any est imation b i a s  could be due t o  the  
r u s c e p t i b i l i t y  of the  crop t o  changes i n  r a i n f a l l  condi t ions  which need t o  be 
inves t i g a  ted. 
Cardtamom 
A s  i n  the  case  of co f fee ,  t h i s  crop is a l s o  concentrated i n  t h e  two 
d i s t r i c t s  of Wynad and ~ d i k k i ,  t h e  d i f ference  being i n  t h e i r  percentage share. 
In t h i s  case, I d i k k i  accounts f o r  84 percent of the  a rea  while Yynad accounts 
for nea r ly  8 percent.  Though output  ~ r o w t h  was p o s i t i v e  during t h e  f i r s t  
period f o r  the  s t a t e  a s  a whole a s  a r e s u l t  of growth i n  area ,  the re  i s  no nuch 
trend at the regional level. For both periods there is no trend in area, yield 
or output. 
Arecanut 
Nearly 85 percent of the area under this crop is accounted for by t i  
central and northern districts. Cannanore-Kasargod has the higbeq 
concentration accounting for more than one-third of the area. Area growth Md 
confined to the traditional region of Cannanore-Kasargod during the fir51 
period. Growth in output in this region has taken place in both the peridsf 
In all other districts except fdikki-Ernakulam it was a case of decliaiq 
growth in output during the second period. In sum, both the traditional a r q  
have registered yield growth in the second period but that was not adeqaatttr 
arrest a declining growth in ~verall output. The absence of any trend in yieli 
.:in Canrianore-Kasargod during the first period could be an underestimatia 
because area growth had taken place. However, the growth in yield in thh 
region as well as Idikki-Lrnakulam during the second period while  showing^ 
trend in area growth is zn in5ic:tloz - f  2-21 growth in yield. 
I V  
Proximate Reasons for Generalised Stagnation 
That there is a clear change in growth performance of principal crop, il 
Kerala between the two periods is beyond doubt. In terms of growth in oaml 
of the ten crops examined here in detail, six crops registered positive grontl, 
three showed no trend and only one showed negative growth during the fird 
period. During the second period, howe:*er, only two crops registered poaitid 
P 
growth, two showed no trend and six showed negative growth rates. 
phenomenon of stac~nation/n\.gative growth rate a:f ecting eight out of the ten 
major crops nci,*s t3 5~ s::,)',:in;Z L..&L;.,..II~. ye iirst attempt the proximate 
reasons for this perfcraance in terms of (i) the trend in profitability and 
(iii the stability in earnings per unit of land. These two measures are deemed 
crucial in understanding :he ~roximats reasons for the performance of crops on 
the folloaing basis. Prof itability measure is based on given input and output 
Prices in the ex-post seame thus ignoring the element of uncertainty about the 
prices. However, the farmer is faced with uncertainty of income as a result of 
Uncertainty in both cutput prices and yield in most of the crops. Therefore 
both profitability and uncertainty have to be taken into account.while 
explaining the growth performance.of crops. 
Trend in Profitability 
The profitability criterion is based on the economic logic that farmers 
Ure l~aximisers of surplus. This assumption could be contested because in 
~ituatlo~ls where f amily-labour using b-.*seholds dominate, the objective could 
well be :hat of naximising income rather than surplus. !under Kerala conditions 
the surplas-maximising argument is highly plausible because of the labour-use 
Practices :n agriculture, Though there is a significant proportion of small 
cultivators the proportion using family labour is small due to sociological 
reasons. This rne.ins that a high proportion of labour cost in agriculture is 
mid-out cost.) Wrrqver, in order to examine the trend in profitability of 
afferent crops over t'le period of our analysis, we would require time series 
kta oa cost of cultiyation of these crops. In the absence of such data, we 
resort to another nethod. This is in terms of comparing the differential 
between the growth rates :n land productivity and in product wage. The former 
38 taken as a measure of Zabour productivity under the assumption that the 
inputs are useG in fixed proportions f production and t':e latter is  o b t a i d  
by deflating money wages in agriculture by product price. 
In our earlier paper, we had argued that under Kerala conditions the fivl 
proportionality of land and labour use seen to be borne out by ernp ir i~ l  
evidence at least for paddy crop (see Kannan and Pushpangadan 1988). Since H 
significant technical change has taken place in agriculture this condition ma! 
be extended to other crops rnriinly for extension of the model. TI! 
prof itability condition must be v a l i d  in growth rate form as well. Under fixel 
proportionality, land and labour productj vity should be related i n  tic 
following way: 
where 0, the output, N, land input, an8 L, the labour input and k, a constm 
of prop~rtionality.~ For prof i t  rnaximl-at ion, the marqi~al value product rl 
labour must be equal to its wage rate. Therefore, the growth rate version of 
the equilibrium condition, under fixed factor proportion and on the assumptie! 
that average product is equal to marginal product, for prof it rnaximlzation ir 
given by 
. (O/N) = (W/P) 
where P is the price of the autput, 7 is the wage rate. 
Substituting y for O/N and w for W/?, this condition may be statd 
alternatively as y - w = 0. If y - w = 0, then real profitability ir 
maintained, if it is > 0 then there is an increase in real .$?of itability and f! 
it is < 0 then there is a decrease in grofitability. This could then k 
cornparel with the growth rate in area to see whether it responds to the tred 
i n  Profitability In Table 8 re report tho growth rates in vield and in product 
wage for the ten crops and ~ t s  dif terential for the two periods. while only 
three crops namely, coconut, coffee and arecanut showed declining trend in 
Prof itabiiity in the first period, six reported declining prof itability during 
the second period. In Table 9 we have given the trend in area in relation to 
the trend in profitability. The area response in general is in conformity with 
the trend in profitabilit-. The exceptions are coconut and coffee in both the 
)triads and cashew and arecanut in the second period. The case of coconut does 
king in a number of issues on the role of certain crops in an agrarian 
economy.  here are certain characteristics of the coconut crop in Kerala 
rlike many other crops. It is cultivated mostly in small holdings and is more 
@f a subsistence crop. Woreover, the economic value of coconut is not confined 
to its output of nuts. The tree trunk and cudgels are used as material for 
hsing, the husk is a raw material for the coir .industry and its branches and 
8bel:s are used as cooking fuel. Therefore even in the face of declining 
)rod~ctivit y as well as real prof itabili, i (which captures only the value of 
mt8 a3 returns) , 'he decision to move away from its cultivation may be 
Werned by factors such as those mentioned above. In the case of cashew the 
acrease in area, as W& said earlier, has taken place in districts where such 
'ma  might not be cornpetin7 for other crops because of the poor quality of 
1 .  Since there a:e incentives for area expansion, such lands might well be 
for expanding arez under c5shew. Moreover such increase in area could 
resulted in the unCerestimat:on of yield which has not been taken care of. 
the whole therefore th? profitaiility test does emerge as a proximate reason 
the growth performanc? of aost of the crops. The case of coffee and 
m a n u t  can be explained ir terms 9f the risk minimizing behaviour of the 
lrrmers as shown in the next part of the analysis. 
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Table 8: Periodwise growth ratec in yield, product wage and its 
differst-ti31 of msjor crops 
Source : 1 .WK, statistics for Planning, various issues. 
2.Nai.r and Narafana (1984) and Cardamom Board, Cardanom 
Statistics, various issues. 
3.Rubber Board, Rubber Statistics, various issues. 
4.Coffee Board, Coffee Statistics, various issues. 
Table 9 :Relacionship between growth ate in profitabil'ty (measured in 
terms (9 -. 8; and growth rate in area 
Ilote : 
If the growth rate is not significant, then it is treated as zero 
for the calculation of the, trend in profitability. 
Crop 
Paddy 
Tapioca 
Banana 
Coconut 
Rubber 
Cashew 
Pepper 
Coffee 
Cardamom 
Arecanut 
P 
lource: Based on Table 8. 
Trend in profitability 
I 
> 0 
> 0 
= 0 
< 0 
> 0 
> 0 
= 0 
< 0 
) 0 
i 
Trend in area 
I I 
< 0 
< 0 
< 0 
b 
< 0 
> 0 
< 0 
= 0 
< 0 
> 0 
I 
increasing 
increasing 
no trend 
notrend 
no trend 
increasing 
no trend 
increasing 
increasing 
no trend 1 ) O  
< O  I 
I1 
decreasing 
decreasing 
no trend 
no trend 
increasing 
increasing 
no trend 
increasing 
no trend 
decreasing 
Earnings In iability 
We however need to probe further into the proximate reasons by exaniniy 
another dimension i-e., stability in earnings per unit of land. Here we tab 
the gross value per unit of land as a proxy for gross surplus in the absenceo! 
any reliable timeseries estimate for the latter for all the crops included h 
the a~alysis. The unit of land is expressed in terms of a hectare of grorr 
cropped area because area under perennial crops cannot be converted intoatt 
terms. The fluctuations in earnings is determined here by computing tb 
instability in gqoss value generated per hectare of gross area.The measured 
instability varies according to trend specification (Murray, 1978; Macbean ad 
Nguyen, 1980; Love, 1986 among others). Since the growth rate is based ar 
exponential function, the log trend is used for the calculation of tie 
instability measure(Murray, 1978): 
"here z, the mean, xt , the actual and aebt , the trend .of the gron 
value of output per unit of land of the crop with n observations. 
The Log-trend instability (LTI) is calculated for all the crops for them 
periods and the results are given in Table 10. 
Table 10: Kean instability indox af earnings per hectare for 
all crop,:(1362/63-1985/86) 
Crop ? ~ i o i r  I 2eriG2 I1 Period 11 0 
Period I 
- 
Paddy 
Coconut 
Tapioca 
Rubber 
Cashew 
Pepper 
Banana 
Coffee 
Arecanut 
Cardamom 
Mean 167.9 479.9 285.9 
Source: same as in table 3. 
The instability analysis shows that fdr all the crops taken together the 
mean instability in earnings has increased by nearly three times during the 
second period compared to the first. However, the extent of change in 
instability has varied a great deal among the crops and between periods. The 
relative instability position of the various crops during the two periods do 
# 
not show any systematic pattern since 'he rank correlation between the mean 
instability index for the two periods is not statistically significant '. The 
first three crop with the highest instability increase are banana, coffee and 
pepper. For banana this extent of fluctuations in earnings might be the reason 
for showing no trend in area growth despite a marginal tendency for increasing 
Profitability. For coffee the instability is the least among the crops for the 
two periods. This perhaps explains the increasing trend in area despite in 
profitability. For pepper the profitability seem to have remained the same but 
increasing instability in earnings ajain seems to have prevented any growth in 
area. The next three crops in terms of increase in instability are cardaiom, 
coconut and arecanut. Cardamom shows no change in area growth despite 
increasing prof itability but. it has experienced increasing instability. ?ct 
coconut decrezsing profitability and j-ncreasing instability seem to have led t i  
either stagnation in area growth. In case of arecanut increasing profitabilit? 
in the second period has not resulted in increase in area. This could be C 
to its high level of instability in earning, In the case of r u b k  
prof itability has increased. and instability has decreased thus gairiq 
advantage on both the fronts. This has led to increase in area growth. 
paddy while instability has declined the prof itability has also declined tk 
extent of which was the highest, This extent of decline in prof itability lU 
taken away the incentive for paddy cultivation in many areas (as evidencedbyl 
decline or stagnation in area in a large number of taluks given in Table0 
resulting in overall deceleration in area. 
Sources of Instability 
The detrended value of the earnings, price and yield can be usdk 
identify the source of iqstability in earnings of various crops (Pitray, 191OI 
The method is as follovs: 
From the definitiol, 
In PY = In i + In Y where P = price of the crop and 
Y = yield per acre. 
Detrending the above seri?s using loglinear function and calculaCIingt. 
correlation from detrended ialues of price, yield and earnings, we hare t 
following results given in Tajie 11. 
Table 11: CorrelzLion coefficients of instability in price, yield and earnings 
Source: Same as in Table 10. 
?he decomposition of instability in earcings into price instability and yield 
instability does not give any uniform pattern. Out of the ten crops, three 
crops namely, tapioca, cashew and cardamom have been affected by instability in 
bath price and yield. ~ u t  for the two most important crops of paddy and 
coconut as well as for pepper the nain source of instability is the price. For 
rubber, w5ich ;&?us t o  be a dynamic crop in Kerala, as well as banana the main 
Source of instab:lity is the yield. For the remaining two crops, coffee and 
m c a n u t  , source cculd not be identified because the correlation coefficients 
are not signif ican:. This is the picture for the whole period 1962-63 to 
fQn&-86. 
* I . Period I 
I 
For the first period both price and yield instability have contributed to 
earning instability for throe crops namely, tapioca, coffee and arecanut. 
bwever, no crop has been af fecSed by both price and yield instability in the 
Becond period. Price instabi1i:y alone contributed to earning instability for1 
four- crops namely, paddy, coconut, 2epper and cardamom in the first period. 
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Period I1 
P/Y P/E Y/E 
- 0.99 - 
- 0.93 - 
- 0.96 - 
-0.75 - - 
- 0.86 - 
- 0.89 - 
- - 0.99 
0.95 - - 
- - - 
- 0.87 - 
Paddy 
Coconut 
Tapioce 
Rubber 
. C C ~ S ~ I ~ W  
Peeper 
Banana 
C6f fee 
Arscanut 
Cardamom 
Perioci I It I1 
P!Y P/E Y/E 
- 0.99 - 
- 0.96 - 
- 0.84 0.78 
- - 0.65 
- 0.75 0.59 
- 0 .91  - 
- - 0.99 
0.98 - - 
- - - 
- 0.76 0.51 
?/Y P/E Y /E 
- 0.99 - 
- 0.99 - 
- 0 .81  0.83 
- .. 0.?1 
- - 0.83 
- 0.96 - 
- - 0.99 
- 0.84 0.66 
0.82 0.99 0.89 
- 0.63 - 
This pattern has persisted for these cr ,s during the secc,id period also. B 
addition, two more crops - tapioca and cashew - have joined the list i n t l c  
second period. Yield instability alone contributed to earning instability 
during the first period for rubber, cashew and banana. But only banana figw 
in the second period. The correlation between detrended value of p r i c e d  
yield can be used to identify the dominant source of instability if tbt 
elasticities of demand and supply are approximately equal (Porter 1971). If the 
correlation is positive (negative) , then demand (supply) is the source tf 
instability, If the correlation is insignificant then both sources contribute4 
to instability (Behrman 1984) . On the basis of the model, it can be argued t\u 
demand had played a dominant role in the earning instability of arecanut in tic 
first period and of coffee in the second period. However, supply factors Wt 
responsible for the earnings fluctuations in rubber during the second perid, 
For all other crops both supply and demand factors had influenced tlc 
fluctuations in earnings. The findings suggest that any policy for stabilisiy 
income of the farmers should concentrate on both supply and demand factors. 
v 
Farmers' Respanse to Increasing Risk 
The overall increase in instabi-ity in earnings during the second perid 
is a clear tndication that the -farmers are exposed to increased risk it 
earnings. Under such conditions, tconomic rationality woulG dictate tkt 
alloc?ation of I w d  among various cropsin such a way as to reduce the r i s k d  
earn a higher retur~. In terms of the cropping pattern prevailing in Xtnla 
tiis would imply that wherever feasiile the farmers could resort torixd 
cropping. As i ,  is, Kerala's agricult-.-? is characterize? by a high degree of 
nixed croppin5 Sesnuze of the predolninznce of a number of perennial crops. 
mether the ,.~ixec! cropping strategy has been further made use of in the second 
perio3 ,;I brder t:c off s t ~ t  the increased risk may be measured by the extent of 
area co~centration zmong various crops during this perioci. Although there are 
a lcrge numbe; of concentration meesures available in the literature (Curry and 
Ceorge 1953 ) , ve hawre selected the ~irschman-Aerf indahl Index (HHI)  . This 
gives maximum wight to large area under a crop as well as the number of crops 
(Clark 1985:15). Further it can be tested whether this strategy has resulted 
in increased earnings by computing the average value generated per unit of net 
sown area in constant prices for the two periods. These results are given in 
Table 12. Row 1 in this table shows the increase in mean instability during 
the second period as compared to the firs,:; the extent of instability 
increasin~ by 286 percent. The strategy of risk minimisation by reducing the 
concentration of crops seem to have taken place given in terms of an 8 percent 
reduction j . ~  HB Index. As a resul.- the gross value c.. crops has increased 
by 20 perceot during the second period as compared to the first. 
However, this increased gross value per unit of net sown area in constant 
prices does not mean increased profitability because we have seen a faster rate 
of growth in product wage compared to land productivity for the crops as a 
whole. What this suggests is that the farmers are resorting to whatever 
rational strategies within their domain of control. However, they alone are 
not able to break the inpasse in productivity which is the crucial factor 
'determining any further growth in the agricultural sector. 
Table 12: Test ior risk minimising 3ehc *our in acreage a.,ocation 
Period I Period I1 % 
(Mean) (Hean) change 
:. Earnings instabiilty 167.9 479.9 (+) 286 
2. IiIl Icdex of area concentration 25.4 23.3 (-1 8 
3. Average gross valce per ha of net sown 
area at i970-71 pzicc: 1978.0 2382.0 (+I  20 
----..--. --.-- 
Source: 11 Table 10, in the text. 2) Same as in Table 3. 
Kote for item 2: Hirschman-Herfindahl Index ( B H I )  of concentration is  d e t i d  
as 
1 0  
H H I  = Z ( A i / A I Z  
where A i  = the area under ith crop, A = total area under all the crops. 
The iniex can also be expressed as 
H H I  = C a  1 
1 C 
where A = nean ~ n d e r  cnch crop; C, Ly dcf i n i  + inn,  i - I t r  -.n#~;..i..at r( 
variation of irea uader the crops (Clarke 1983:lS) 
Note ?or jtei: 'he average value gonerated per unit of net area s9rn h 
calculatet by the fo:lowing formula 
where Y = avtrage value generated per hectare of net area sown; 011 = output of 
crop i in ye.: t; PI t = price of crop i in year t; A t  = net area sown in year I 
minus area ulder tea ant seasamum; T = number of years in the given perid. 
The time s e x e s  data genxated at current prices are deflated by the whole salt 
price index ;.umbers of africultural comaodities with base 1970-71 = 100 b 
obtain consta~t values. 
V I  
Agricultural Development Models and Kerala Experience 
The analysis indicates that the yield stagnation in agriculture is all 
pervasive including paddy although yield of paddy has increased during the 
period which is not due to any technical caange. The observed increase in yield 
for paddy is purely due to marginal land going out of cultivation. That is to 
ray, there is technological stagnation throughout Kerala * s agriculture $ince 
lid seventies. Moreover, the farmers have resorted to increased mixed cropping 
to m i n i m i s e  earnings fluctuation from a given acreage. Therefore, the most 
ibportant component of any strategy for the agri~rrltr\ral.  development of Kerala 
is to make techaical change as the main source of growth. In tbe formulation of 
such a strategy, the historical experiences of the industrially advanced 
countries may be of great help. The best single 8ource.of such an exercise is 
the most compreheksive survey of literature by Hayami and Ruttan (1971) and 
Uuttan (1981). On the basis of the survei, they have classified the approaches 
to agricultural development into five general models: (1) the frontier model; 
{2) the urban-industrial impact model: ( 3 )  the conservation model; (4) the 
diffusion model; and (5) the high-pay-off input aodel, Le.t us b r i e f l y  axamins 
the relevance of these models in :he present context. 
In the frontier model, perhzps the earliest, the source of growth is the 
area expansion. The model as it is has very limited application since net titea 
sown is fixed in Kerala. But gross cropped area under seasonal crops can be 
increased by raising a third crop If adequate water supply can be provided 
through increased irrigation facf~ity. However, our analysis has already 
demonstrated that this is possible orly if profitability is increased. This 
would imply t ha t .  area expar?sion ic ~ o c s r b l e  only if technology is changed t@ 
make production prof itable. Another way to increase the grass cropped ~ C M  
under perennial crop is by mixed cropping. This method acrain needsnrd 
research input to identify the crop-mix and its optimal conbinati~n. Therefort 
the model, as it is, has not much relevance for the development of Keralr't 
agriculture. 
The urban-indus trial impact model was primarily designed to explain tk 
geographical variation in the intensity of the farr~ing system in t k  
industrialising societies especially that of Germany and USA. In this stratefl, 
higher labour productivity in agricuiture in a particular region is due t o t k  
existence of mare ef fcclive prn~dlrrt and f act01 markel as a rew~~;t  of rapW 
urban-industrial deveiopment of that region, Theref ore, the model is applicable 
to the less developed regions of the industrially advanced countries but rot 
for the developing countries. H o m v e r  it emphasises an important point that t k  
agricultural and nonaaricul tural growth are complj mentary and reinforcing in 
the overall growth of the economy. 
The conservation model which has its origin in the English agricultarrl 
revolution and the soil exhnrrstinn ~ u y ~ a s t c d  by early German rh~mists  and loil 
scientists. The model basically suggest4 that tho a g r i  C I ~ I  tttr,i APY-1.- 
shoulC be based on minixiurn destruction to the soil fertility and t b  
environnent and that all the i n p ~ t  requirements should be raised from ritbir 
agriculture itself. The main limitation of the model is that it had generat4 
only one 3ercent growth of agri:ulture historically which is f a r  below t h  
requirement for the most of the developing countries (Ruttan 1982 231.M 
lesson that this m2del offers to Kertla Is not in terms of its growth potentid 
in itself but that 9f the need to preser7e the stock and improve the qualitj 
bd u t i l i r a t i - ;  ,: enriroment?. l  reqour-es such a s  s o i l ,  water and fo res t s .  If 
t'ese were t o  degrade, then the  b a s i s  on which a g r i c u l t u r a l  growth is made 
pss ib le  w i l l  be knocked out  and t h e  r e s u l t  would be e i t h e r  s tagnat ion  o r  
ecline. This is  what seems t o  have happened i n  Kerala. This nay be 
i l lus t r a t ed  w i t h  the  r e s u l t s  of t h e  taluk-wise ana lys i s  of t h e  growth 
rformance of paddy. I n  Table 6 we have seen t h a t  near ly  one-third of the  
ttluks ( i . e .  18 out of 56) have low y i e l d  per u n i t  of land f o r  the  second 
yriod. It is p rec i se ly  these  areas'which have r e g i s t e r e d  a higher pace i n  t h e  
rate of decl ine  i n  a rea  under paddy. What t h i s  impl ies  is t h a t  given the  
declining r e l a t i v e  p r i c e  of paddy and low y i e l d  during t h e  second period,  paddy 
'is more uneconomical here  than elsewhere. 
The quest icn is:' is the re  any pa t t e rn  i n  terms of the  environmental 
t rpects  f o r  these areas? On t he  b a s i s  of a v a i l a b l e  information on agro- 
climatic conditioiss and cropping p a t t e r n s  i n  Kerala t h e r e  seema t o  be a c l e a r  
pattern. Out of t h e  13 agro-climatic zoqes i n  Kerala, these  low y i e l d  t a luks  
belong t o  four  zones (except one). The common c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  f o r  a l l  t h e  
tr luks i s  the poor q u a l i t y  of s o i l  - l a t e r i t e ,  sandy o r  a l l u v i a l  - and most of 
them located  i n  t h e  c o s t a l  b e l t .  But the  poor q u a l i t y  of s o i l  needs t o  be 
considered i n  terns of the  topography, A l l  t h e  t a l u k s  with l a t e r i t e  s o i l  have 
lore of h i l l s  and s lopes  with varying g rad ien t s  and a l l  o ther  a reas  have 
extensive ?alleys with ra i sed  garden lands. Of the  18 t a luks ,  13 of tkem have 
e i the r  no forest cover o r  very l i t t l e  of i t  and t h i s  could be a f a c t o r  i n  the  
erosion of soil f e r t i l i t y  o r  absence of acc re t ion  of f e r t i l e  s o i l .  Except 4 
taluks a l l  o thers  have population dens i ty  which a r e  much higher than t h e  s t a t e  
average thus adding t o  the  problem of low land product iv i ty ,  
Thus what the  conservation model sugges ts  is the  need f o r  eco-restorat ion 
and improving the quality of environmental resources so as to strengthen tbr 
bio-foundation of agriculture. Bowever the lessons of this Mdel need te be: 
translated in conjunction with the lessons of the induced innovation &el 
discussed 'later. 
Table 13 : Aprocliatic chsxttristics of Toluks uith lw I d  Dmductivitr in hddy cultiwticq 
lalrkr Aaroclils- Soil Altitude Rainfall ToPoeaphr fmt cuw ' 
atic zone t m  it h a )  
l%wdmmm IY Laterite Scs Level Two amooa lobcr- L e u  valltvs d lore  23 
to '503 n atelv d~strikRcd hills ad slopcs 
Enmd,litw VI lattrite Scs Level lcmm less mcder- Leu volleys- S l o w  15 
HadrO arid to fOO I; ately distributcb. anracstccpkR 
KamiW S-U #nsoon m t -  hills 4th table tot 
rated in 3 to i 
mths Period 
Thalitxr&m V m i t t  Sm lMl HDnWfN 15s #dcrc LW VOlltYS- ?\m 7 
l t l i i m  to SIO r stclv Cls?:ikRtd. ar st- hills eith 
CamaKxr S-U #~scm cmmtmtcd lod*ate mdicnts 
QlilW. i n  3-4 mths #rid 
8ac!akme 
OWW I1 Sa$y Scs l m l  Tuc msom #dcrsttly Extensive valleys ~9 
K-llrr to SbO a ditrikrttd with l m l  but raised 
Cochin, Shcrtallsf asdcn lads 
kualaanhs 
-117 I Alluvial Scs l m l  'w l#w#ns Pdcrseelr Extensive vslltrs ntg 
Oui lon to 500 a dstributed with level krt m i ~ d  
KlYmmar esdcn lads. 
Note ' This rttm to lad mder the F m t  DcOatmt uhich is not sn#~ous uith forest cow. The ectwl 
faust cover has kcn only sand antthirc of the sns udcr forest dcparmt. 
The d -i 9 model is based 0,. the assumption h a t  the productivity 
differences among the farmers and regions should be narrowed down through more 
pffective dissemination of technical knowledge through extension services with 
ttained nanpower. As a result of this approach, disciplines like agricultural 
tconomics, farm management and rural sociology have become an essential part of 
my succcssful agricultural development strategy. The model, however, failed to 
pnerate the expected modernisation of the traditional agriculture due to the 
unavailability of technology adapted to the needs of the developing countries. 
The failure of the diffusion model to deliver the much needed growth in 
the agriculture was the starting point for Schultz (1964) to suggest the high- 
MY-off-input model for transforming traditional agriculture. In this model he 
demolished the view that the farmers in the developing world are inefficient 
in resource allocation in agriculture using example from Java, Indonesia and 
lenapur in Indjt (Schultz 1964). In other words, agriculture has settled in 
these countries to low ievel equiil~rium with lsw return. The only way to 
enerate growth in such a situation is to supply modern inputs through careful 
dlocation of investible resources to the follming area: (i) The establishment 
of research .and experimental stations that generate the required scientific 
howledge, (ii) the investment in industrial ventures that develop and market 
the modern inputs, and (iii) generate conditfons for the adaptability of these 
technologies. This model makes agriculture . tself as the leading sector for 
economic development by carefully channeling the resources in agriculture (Ra j 
1983; Kellor 1976) - 
However there is no single formula for africultural growth and development 
for cotintries with varying natural resou-ces and other endowments. Thin 
. . realization . ?!I:! oasl; f;:.i- 6 .  -7-!.c?;ng what ic: called an induced 
innovation model by iiayami S Ruttan (1971) for agricultural dgvelopnent it 
which "technical chanqe is treated as endogenous in the development prOCea@, 
rather than as exogenous factor that cperates independently of othf 
development process". rhi- model was "stimulated by historical evidence that 
ditf erent cocntries had followed a1 ternative paths of technical change in th@ 
I 
process of agricultural development by a consideration 0-f the wid4 
productivity differentials anong countries* (Rutten 1982 27). This could ion:: 
; 
basis on which an appropriate technical, organizational and institutiorr~ 
innovation strategy could be designed. Given the intensity of land-uar i 
cropping pattern, abolition of intermediation through land reforms, txisterc~ 
of a network of agricuLtura1 research, extension and credit services and 
all the relatively higher level of edu-ation among the farming community ad 
1 
their receptiveness to new ideas, Kerala's agriculture seems to have reached 4 
thresaold aarranying such an induced innovation strategy so as to break out 4, 
its technological stagnation. Such a strategy should incorporate approprirt 
lessons from the conservation and high pay off models. 
Notes 
1. This was suggested to us while Ciscussing the methotiology with @ 
officials of the Department of econoit:cs and statistics,Government 
Kerala. 
. . 
2. For details, Kannan and Pushpangadan 1988) , technical note 2 in 
appendix. 
3. A version of the model unller variable factor proportions is giver 
Kannan and Pushpangadan, 1488. 
4. The rank correlation of th? mean insltbility of the 10 crops between j 
two periods is 0.54 which is not statistically significant 1 at 1% lev6 
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bble k . 1 :  Cc~2ibution-of taluks to yield, area and output of paddy 
in Kerala for all seasons, 1375-76 to 1985-86. 
Lnk Taiuk Yield Area % Output % 
(Kg/Ha) (Ha) Area (Tonne) Output 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 Chit t o o r  3757 39405 5.00 148074 7.66 
2 Kut tanad 
3 Alathoor 3492 41505 5.26 144853 7.49 
4 Changanacherri 
6 Thiruvalla 3133 6390 3.81 19961 1.03 
7 Udumbanchola 3003 1736 0.22 5060 0.26 
8 Kottayam 2973 15143 1.92 44640 2.31 
9 Peermadu 2885 56 0.01 169 0.01 
10 Chengannur 2881 6905 0.88 19666 1.02 
11 Devikulam 2855 2493 0.32 7071 0.37 
12 Patha,lapuram 2839 7928 1.0'. 22415 1.16 
13 Meenachal 2701 4934 0.63 13268 0.69 
14 Pathanamthitta 2700 4328 0.54 .I1368 0.59 
15 Karthigappally 2685 11471 1.45 30527 1.58 
16 Thodupuzha 26'5 5800 .0.74 15311 0.79 
17 Kanjirapally 2654 115 0.01 306 0.02 
18 Kottarakara 2627 12157 1.54 31813 1.65 
19 ~uvattfipuzha 2597 12291 1.56 31729 1.64 
10 Wynad 2559 29904 3.79 76462 3.96 
21 Vaikon  2426 10221 1.30 24546 1.27 
2 2 Tleyyatinkara 2374 8370 1.06 19780 1.02 
2 3 Hothamangalam 2372 8662 1 . 10 20482 1.06 
7 4 Alwaye 2370 24331 3.08 57400 2.97 
26 Kasargode 2349 16919 2.14 39269 2.03 
(Contd...) 
Table A . l  ;Ccr.t ln-~-??.! 
Mavelikkara 
Kunnathoor 
Trichur 
Mannargha t 
Trivandrum 
Perin thalmanna 
Kunnathunad 
Parur 
Neddumangad 
Thalapally 
Ottappalam 
Hosdurg 
Cochin 
Quilon 
Mukundapuram 
Ernai 
Arn~alapuzha 
Karunagappally 
Taliparmba 
Kanayannoor 
Cannanore 
Tirur 
Teilicherry 
Chawghat 
Kozhikode 
Quilandy 
Badakar a 
Cranganore 
-.. . 
.. . 
State 
Table A.2: C o n t r i b u t i o n  of t a l u k s  t o  yield, area and ou tpu t  of paddy 
i n  Kera la  f o r  the autumn crop, 1975-76 t o  1985-86, ' 
bank Taluk Y i e l d  Area % Output % 
( K g / m  ) (Ha) Area (Tonne) , Output  
Chi t t o o r  
Alathoor 
Palgha t 
Kuttanad 
Kan j i r a p a l l y  
Pathanapuram 
Fathanamthi t ta  
Kottayam 
Devikulam 
Muvattupuzha 
Neyyatinkara 
Thodupuzha 
Meenac?. a1 
Vaikoia 
Changanacherri 
hot tzr akara 
Trivandrum 
Hothamangalam 
Alwaye 
Chengannur 
Chirayinki l  
Kasargcde 
Kunnathlnad 
Udumbanchola 
Perinthalmanna 
Rar th iqa2pal ly  
Neddumangad 
6574 0.80 
9069 1-10 
22669 2.76 
24627 3.00 
869 0.11 
18796 2.29 
7484 0.91 
8727 1-06 
(Contd.. .) 
Table A. 2 (C~ntir~ued) 
Mannarghat 
Kunnathoor 
Hosdurg 
Cochin 
Ottappalam 
Parur 
Thiruvalla 
Cannanore 
Thalapally 
Xarunagappally 
Ponnani 
Trichur 
Mavelikkara 
Ernad 
Taliparmba 
Kanayannoor 
Tellicherry 
Mukundapuram 
Quilon 
Ambalapuzha 
Tirur 
49 Wynad 1284 121 0.04 172 0.01 
50 Badakara 1244 2504 0.73 3317 0.40 
51 Chawghat 1332 3713 1.08 4667 0.57 
52 Kozhikode 1315 4 8 47 I. 41 6134 0.75 
53 Shertalai 1213 4552 1.33 5524 0.61 
54 Quilandy 1201 3 8 63; 1.12 4430 0.54 
55 Cranganore 864 7 4: 0.22 654 0.08 
56 Peermadu 0 3 0.00 0 0.00 
- .- - ..- - - .- -. - .  .. - 
State 2163 34355: 100.00 821184 100.00 
Table ~ . 3 :  Contribution 'of taluka to yield, area and output of paddy 
in Kerala for the winter crop, 1975-76 to 1985-86. 
tank T a l u k  Yield Area % Output 45 
( K g / R a )  (Ha) Area (Tonne) Output 
Kut t anad 
Chi ttoor 
Alathoor 
Devikulam 
Udur.banchola 
Palghat 
Changanacherri 
Peermadu 
Pathanapuran 
Thiruvalla 
Chengannur 
Kottarakara 
Kottay~m 
Meanzichzl 
Thodupuzha 
Pathanamthitta, 
Wynad 
Muvattupuzha 
Kunnathoor 
Kanjirapally 
Mannarghat 
Chirayinkil 
Kasargode 
Xothamangalam 
Trichur 
Vaikom 
Quilon 
Table A . 3  (Continued) 
Perinthalmanna 
Thalapally 
Xunna thunae 
Xl'rtaye 
Ottappalam 
Neddumangad 
Neyyatinkara 
Ernad 
Parur 
Taliparmba 
Trivandrum 
Mukundapuram 
Mavelilckara 
Hosdurg 
Karunagappally 
Karthigappally 
Ponnan~ 
Tirur 
Kanayannoor 
Kozhikode 
Tellicherry 
Cannanore 
Chawgha t 
Quilandy 
Ambalapuzha 
Badakara 
Cranganore 
Shcrtalai 
Cochin 
--- .- - --- 
State 
Table A . 4 :  Contribution cf +.3luBz to yield, area and output of paddy 
in Kerala'for the summer crop, 1975-76 to 1985-86. 
lank Taluk Yield Area % Output %i 
(Kg/Ha 1 (Ha) Area (Tonne) Output 
1 Changanacherri 3946 2739 2.84 10731 3.94 
2 Thiruvalla 3891 3201 3.32 12475 4.58 
3 Karthigappally 3837 3778 3.92 14648 5.38 
4 Kuttanad 3660 15430 16.02 56777 20.84 
5 Mavelikkara . 3642 2728 2.83 9857 3.62 
6 Chengannur 3641 1710 1.78 6165 . 2.26 
: 7 KO t t ayam 3225 5460 5.67 17578 6.45 
8 Ambalapuzha 
9 .  Alwaye 
:lo Ponnani 
11 Meenachal 
12 Perinthalmanna 
13 Chawghat 
14 Thslapally 
1s . Palghat 
* '16 Tiru.: 
q 17 Trichur 
Chit toor 
Wynzd 
Parur 
Alathoor 
Hosdurg 
Mukundapuram 
Kanayannoor 
Udumbanchola 
Ottappalam 
Vaikorn 
2316 0.85 
15905 5.84 
5829 2.14 
277 0.10 
2676 0.98 
16839 6.18 
979 0.36 
337 0.12 
1969 0.72 
1515 0.56 
(Contd . . . I  
Table A . 4  (Continued) 
Kunnathunad 
Cranganore 
Badakara 
Muvattupuzha 
Pathanamthitta 
Taliparmba 
Mannarghat 
Kothamanqalam 
Koehikode 
Qui landy 
Devikulam 
Ernad 
Neyyatinkara 
Cannanore 
Tellicherry 
Karunagappally 
Trivandrum 
Kunnathoor 
Pethanapuram 
Kottarakara 
Quilon 
Neddumangad 
Chirayinkil 
Peermadu 
Sher talai 
Thodupuzha 
Cochin 
Kanjirapally 
State 2130 
. . . -. - --. - -.--. . 
.5 : Grou t -  rat?; in arcs, yield and outaut of paddy in different taluks in Kerais by Seasons, 
1975-76 t o  1985-56 
(Contd.. .) 
Table A. 5 (Continuedl 
! Hukundaouran 
Tha!e~sllv 
- 
Chittoor 
Alathoor 
(Contd.. . 
lllc A.S (Continued) 
Area Yield 
NS' I NS' 
I 
I 
S All A U 5 1 1 1 1  H I S  
-10.96 -3 .47 ' - 3 . 2 3  N S .  ' NS NS -7.76 ' NS NS 
- 
NS' HS' NS NS NS NS -7.26 US NS 
f 
NS1 -2.59 / NS NS NS US -5.07 NS NS 
NS - 2 . 5 6 /  NSk #St NS N$' -3.36 - i . 7 9  NS 
.- ..-..----. .. -. ..I -... ,.. ......--.--.. ----- .. . ..... - . ...-&.-----.------.------ 
NS -5.85 ' 5.29 NS NS 2.66 -3.15 -4.71 NS 
I 
NS' -6.59 .: NS' 3,28 #S 3.90 -6.02 -2.06 MS 
1 
NS - 8 . 5 3 :  NS NS US NS -6.91 -6.88 NS 
NS NS' NS NS WS NS -6.00 NS NS 
N S V N ~  IS NS $9 NS NS ns ws 
%-.27 j ws 2 . 9 1  HS NS -2.80 2.95 -28.51 
I 
NS 1 NS* 1 NS' 1 NS 1 NS NS NS 
I 
-11.92k -6.30 NS : NS [ N S  NS -6.59 
htt : ' Autoccrrrlated data . . kissing Data 
A : autumn crop ; U : winter crop ; S : summer crop: b l ;  : all seasons 
Table A.6 : Periodwise growth rates in yield and product wage fe. 
paddy across districts 
- 
TRIVANDRUM 
QUILON 
ALLEPPY 
KOTTAYAM 
ERNAKULAM 
TRICHUR 
PALGHAT 
KOZHIKODE 
CANNANORE 
KERALA 
Growth rate in 
product wage 
I 
-0.27 
1.01 
Growth rate in 
yield 
I1 
11.37 
11.32 
I 
NS 
NS 
1.63 
J 
I I 
N S 
1.04 . 
1.87 I 
N S 
- .- 
1.62 
1 . 4 5  
N S 
NS 
NS 
1.20 
--- ----. I
1.34 
_ _ _ - - - - - -  --- 
-0.53 
-0.10 
0.61 
1.04 
2.35 
-0.14 
8.54 2.21 
. . - _  - -  ---- 1 -- - - 
9.57 j 0.80 
10.99 NS 
7.34 1.61 
I 
10.35 I NS 
3.80 0.9'7 
7.71 1.00 
0.52 9.86 
kble X . 7  : Periodwise growth r a t e s  i n  y i e l d  and product wage f o r  
tapioca  across  d i s t r i c t s  
TkIVANDRUM 
QrrILON 
NtLEPPY 
, 
KOTTAYAM 
IRRAXULAM 
IRICHUR 
I 
!?ALCH A T  
? 
,1(OZHIKODE 
-CANNANORE 
QR AL A 
Growth rate in 
product wage 
I 
-0.46 
0.81 
0.32 
1 . 1 4  
-0.73 
-0.30 
0 .41 
0.53 
2.15 
0.47 
Growth r a t e  i n  
y i e l d  
XI 
3.57 
3.52 
2.06 
0.74 
1.77 
3.19 
-0.46 
2.55 
2.00 
2.23 
I 
2.41 
4.97 
5.03 
3.73 
5.38 
6.65 
5.69 
4.60 
7 -65  
4.00 
I1 
NS 
-3.26 
NS 
NS 
- 
NS 
-3.48 
NS 
-5.34 
-3.36 
- 
NS 
Table A.8 : Periodwise  growth r a t e s  i n  y i e l d  and product wage f e ~  
banana+plantairi a c r o s s  d i s t r i c t s  
TRIVANDRUM 
QUILON 
ALLEPPY 
KOTTAYAM 
ERNAKULAM 
TRICHUR 
PALGHAT I 
Growth r a t e  i n  
product wage 
I 
-1.47 
NS 
NS 
NS 
-1.64 
NS 
NS 
KOZHIKODE 1 i NS 
I 
CANNANORE NS 
KERALA NS 
Growth rate i n  
y i e l d  
I1 
3 .64  
3.55 
2.07 
NS 
NS 
3.26 
NS 
NS 
NS 
2.31 
I 
NS 
NS 
NS 
NS 
NS 
NS 
NS 
NS 
NS 
NS 
I1 
-4.96 
-2.37. .' 
-3.35 
NS ' 
NS 
-4.30 
. . 
NS 
-2.19 
-2.a7 
-2.26 
Table ~ . 9  : Periadwise growth rates in yield and product waqe for 
coconut across districts 
L 
TRIVANDRUM 
Growth rate in . 
product wage 
I 
-1.76 
QUILON i -0.49 
Growth rate in 
yield 
I1 
1.57 
1.82 
I 
NS 
-2.07 
I1 
-2.23 
-3.12 
ALLEPPY 1 -0 .98  
. -. . . - . - . . . -. - . 
KOTTAYAM 
NS 
NS 
NS 
NS 
NS 
NS 
-2.31 
NS 
--. .-. -.- - .. __ 
-C .  16 
0.36 -1.83 L - .- . - . . . - - . . . .- - -- - 
ERNAKULAM 1 -2.03 
I 
TRICHUR I -1.60 
. PALGHAT - 0 . S 8  
r 
KOZHIKODE - 0  A 6  
CANNANORE 0.85 
KERALI. -0.83 
-0.96 -2.03 
0.07 -1.54 
1.49 ! NS 
-2.16 1 -3.73 
0.85 
0.27 
0.53 
._._I ---_ -_ 
-1.62 
-2.91 
-2.40 
- -- 
Table A. 1 0  : Period-wise  growth r a t e s  i n  y i e l d  and product WaW 
for rubber a c c r o s s  d i s t r i c t s  
TRIVANDRUM 
Growth r a t e  i n  
y i e l d  
. 
I 
11.27  
Growth r a t e  i n  
product  wages 
QUILON 
ALLEPPY 
KOTTAYAM 
ERNAKULAM 
TRICHUR . 
PALGHAT 
KOZHIKODE 
CANNANORE 
KERALA 
---- 
:I 
-1.75 
I 
2 . 4 4  
I1 
0 . 7 7  
3 . 7 1  
3 .22  
---- -- 
4 .04  
0 . 7 2  
-0 .74  
----------- 
-2 .06  
2 .17  1 -1 .03  
I 
2 . 8 0  1 0 . 3 9  
I 
3 . 3 1  -3 .26  
7 . 2 9  
1 5 . 1 5  
1 3 . 5 0  
-1.16 
-1.67 
N S 
10 .66  
4 - 5 9  
7 . 3 0  
NS 
-1.67 
N S 
N S 
I 
NS 
- - 
NS 
I 
3 . 7 4  - 0 . 2 6  
5 . 0 5  -0 .80  
5 .98  
1 7 . 2 3  
---- 
3 . 3 7  -0 .57  9 . 0 0  I --  - ..-- - 

Table A.12  : Period-wise growth rates i n  y i e l d  and productwage 
for pepper accross d i s t r i c t s  
TRfVANDRUM 
QUILOY 
---- 
ALLEPPY 
Growth rate iri 
y i e l d  
1 
-4.18 
- 
G r o w t h  rate i n  
product wages 
i 
NS 1 -4 .05  1 -8.27 * 
I 
I 
-3.86 
NS 
-.-- - -  . - 
NS 
KOTTAYAM 
I1 
NS 
?IS 
- - - - . . - -  - - -- 
NS 
NS 
-2.45 1 NS 
ERNAKULAM 
TRICHUR 
PALGHAT 
KOZHIKODE 
CANNANORE 
KERALA 
- --- - - . - - -  - - 
-4.17 
. - - -- 
NS ' 
-4 .03 NS 1 -3.13 I 
-3.70 -6 .53  4 I NS 1 
-3.81 
I 
MS 
dl 
NS , I- I I NS i NS 
- 
-2 .92  NS 5 .54  1 NS 1 
NS NS 
1 
NS j 4.45 
__---.. - 
NS 
Ns i- NS 1 NS - ,- --. - -- - -4 
hble A.13 : Period-wise growth rates in yield and product wage 
for cardamom accross districts 
@re 8.14 : Period-wise growth rates in yield and product wage 
for coffee accross districts 
b 
PALGHAT 
It6ZHIKODE 
CANNANORE 
ItERAL?, -7.05 3.63 
r -- i -.--- 
QUILON 
KOTTAYAM 
RNAKULAM 
PALGHAT 
KERALA 
Growth rate in 
product wages 
I 
-7.28 
-7.02 
-5.66 
Growth rate in 
yield 
II 
NS 
NS 
NS 
1 
NS 
NS 
NS 
Growth rate in 
product wages 
I1 
NS 
-14.90 
NS 
I 
3.96 
1 
Growth rate in 
yield ' 
11 
5.98 
4 . 6 4  
I 
18.74 
I1 
9 ;67 
1 
3 .06 N S  NS ' 
NS 
-4.21 
NS 
2.43 j 4.22 
I 
5 . 0 2  
3.28 1 NS 1 NS 
3.51 4 . 7 4  NS 
Table A . 1 5  : Period-wise growth rates in yield and product uagr 
for arecanut accross districts 
7 ,  
TRIVANDRUM 
QUILON 
ALLEPPY 
KOTTAYAM 
ERNAKULAM 
Growth rate in 
product wages 
I 
7 . 6 2  
8 . 9 9  
- - - - . . -  - -  - - -  
8 . 5 6  
Growth rate in 
yield 
TRICHUR I 7 . 7 9  
PALGHAT I 8.31 
I 
7 
I1 
NS 
NS 
- 2 . 9 9  
9.67 
7 .45  
I 
NS 
NS 
- - 
NS 
KOZHIKODE 
CANNANORE 
2"" 
I1 
i 
-3 .34  
- 4 . 4 3  
.- -- -- 
- 4  - 7 8  
2.39 
1.80 
I 
NS 
4.24  
-- --- 
1.16 1 
NS I NS 
8 . 5 6  
9 . 9 2  
8 . 5 4  
-? .39 
-2.30 
NS 
-2.?5 
3.91 
A 
4 . 7 9  
t ---- -- - 4 . 4 2  -1.94 
NS 
2.05 
NS 
- -  
NS 
-3.26 
- -_I- .- 1 
NS 
I 
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